
The Coup

I expected the staff at the Aldochie petrol station to resent the 70 or 80 steps, along the 
link fence to the spot, where a smoke in peace is safely out of sight. But during the sum-
mer afternoons when a break is due, this is no doubt greeted with a familiar pleasure. 
Now I recognise their dark green uniforms and their silent regard, as they lean and hang 
on the fence at the end of the dusty loan. They take advantage of these moments be-
cause this spot has always been perfect to watch from. From across the road, the goings 
on at the coup. 

The pulse is continuous there, the familiar hot telephone pylons above. The occasional 
lazy pop of tyres over traffic control bumps. The yellow markings. The markings thick 
enough I’ve been several times tempted to peel one up off the concrete like a pancake. 
They criss-cross bright like runways, drawn out in wide arcs, till they reach the bays by 
the grey cabins and the skips. Where vehicle doors are left open carelessly, for minutes 
at a time. An improvised family chain conducts swift work of the bags. From boot to 
mouth of the cargo container.  

As I was observing, I saw you indulge yourself. In that long second of silence as the 
weight left your hand. You swung up in the air with a proud hurry, that bag which you 
hauled from the car. Your eyes creased briefly then too. And now you follow it’s trajec-
tory to a place on the pile, with a controlled clatter.

Long shadows come to a pause and the young couple I’ve been watching hover for a 
moment there, reflecting on the work now done. A sigh is heard, before the radio turns 
on, doors close and they pull slowly out to the road. A little boy waves to the next fam-
ily in, as the cars pass under the low vehicle barrier.

But we are back now with the petrol station staff, we laugh with them on their hot 
lunch break.Our heads uncovered we feel the heat. Bugs cling to their green uniforms. 
Little flies, they flick them off into the grass. Oh, they can tell us everything about this 
place, they point out someone we haven’t even spotted yet.  

To one side of the coup, across the concrete quite far away, a girl is sitting in the back of 
an open topped truck. She cannot see her own caterpillar boots because they are cov-
ered with papers. She’s preparing every file for shredding. Carefully but swiftly as the 
7pm closing time approaches, and the work must be finished, and there is still plenty 
more to do. Separate folders she removes, places to one side and piles the A4 records till 
it’s just what she can manage by herself. They are pink and yellow mostly, the dates on 
the front from 2000 to 2013, in someone else’s writing, she’s 14 she doesn’t write like 
that yet. No metal parts can go in, that’s why this is done in this way. It’s only for paper, 
the crusher. And so it’s off of the floor of the truck, she slides the bags, we watch each 
stack brought to the top of the steps 1, 2 and onto the last one, she peers down. 

She has a moment too, to read the top page; just the first line is all, before she lets it 
drop into the juddering mechanics below.


